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A number of bilateral deals were sealed after the talks,
covering a vast array of areas such as energy, housing,
social affairs, media and the environment. A separate deal
comprised a Kuwaiti grant worth $6 million to fund the
construction of two sprawling schools in the Jordanian
capital, in addition to other agreements over education,
aviation, tourism, industry and legal cooperation. 

The Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development
(KFAED) signed the agreement with Jordan to provide
the grant to meet the educational needs of Syrian
refugees the country is hosting. The grant will cover

building and fully equipping two schools in Amman. In a
statement to KUNA yesterday, KFAED Director-
General Abdulwahab Al-Bader said the fund is giving
the grant on behalf of the Kuwait Foundation for the
Advancement of Sciences (KFAS). He added that the
grant is part of KFAS’ pledge to donate $50 million dur-
ing a three-year period to help host countries provide
proper education to Syrian refugees.  

HH Sheikh Jaber also inaugurated a new Kuwaiti
Embassy building yesterday in the presence of Razzaz.
During the ceremony, the PM praised the Kuwaiti
embassy’s efforts in strengthening relations between the
two countries, which reflects Kuwaiti diplomacy estab-
lished by HH the Amir. He also lauded its role in taking
care of Kuwaiti citizens by providing them with all serv-
ices they need. Kuwait’s Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah and a number of diplomats attended
the ceremony. —  KUNA 
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Speaking from a flower-festooned stage overlooking
the square, the president warned that Iran was now far
stronger than when it faced off against Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq in a devastating conflict from 1980-88.

“Today the whole world should know that the
Islamic Republic of Iran is considerably more powerful
than the days of the war,” Rouhani said. Seemingly
reaching out to his political critics within the country,
the president added: “The more we allow different
ideas, beliefs and (political) factions the stronger our
system will be.” 

Iran displayed its ballistic missile capabilities during
the march, including the Zolfaqar, a ground-to-ground
missile with a 700 km range and the Qiam, with a range
of 800 km, according to Tasnim news agency. Yadollah
Javani, the Revolutionary Guards’ deputy head for
political affairs, said Iran would demolish cities in Israel
to the ground if the United States attacked the Islamic
Republic. “The United States does not have the
courage to shoot a single bullet at us despite all its
defensive and military assets,” he was quoted as saying
by state news agency IRNA.

The events yesterday were the culmination of official
celebrations called the “10 Day Dawn” that mark the
period between Feb 1, 1979 and Feb 11 when Shiite cler-
ic Khomeini returned from exile and ousted the shah’s
last government. The state has played up this year’s
anniversary as 40 is symbolic of maturity in the Islamic
tradition and the age at which Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) received revelations from God. But despite the

official festivities today’s Islamic republic faces acute
economic challenges as it struggles with a mix of
domestic hardships and US sanctions.

State television offered blanket coverage of the
commemorations, showing marches in cities ranging
from Abadan in southwestern Iran to Mashhad in the
northeast. Banners held by marchers or hung along the
streets bore slogans including “Death to America”,
“Death to Israel”, “We will trample on America” and
“Forty years of challenge, forty years of US defeats”. A
number of Israeli and American flags were set on fire by
the crowds. An anchor on state television warned of
hostile foreign media trying to downplay the participa-
tion of Iranians in the march but expressed confidence
that “they would be confounded by the unprecedented
level of attendance”. 

Those who took to the streets were bullish despite
the economic problems in the country, made worse by
Washington’s punitive measures. Former public servant
Saaghi insisted that it remained paramount for Iranians
to stick by the revolution. “We are here to support the
revolution,” the 57-year-old pensioner, who refused to
give his first name, told AFP at the event in Tehran.

He compared the US sanctions and economic hard-
ships to “riding a bicycle when someone puts a stick in
the wheels” but pointed to advances in other fields as
more than making up for them. “On the revolution’s 40th
anniversary we are at the top for scientific achievements
like nanotechnology or accurate missiles,” he said.

Cleric Hossein Firouzi told AFP Iran’s revolution
had achieved everything it set out to in terms of mili-
tary power, political identity and scientific achieve-
ments. “Iran has changed from a backwards nation to
a world power,” said the 50-year-old. Current
supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei is set to pub-
lish “a detailed statement explaining the ‘second step’
of the progress of the Islamic revolution”, his official
website said. — Agencies 
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However, authorities in Bahrain, which has accused
Araibi of crimes committed during the Arab Spring
protests of 2011, said the country reaffirmed its right to
pursue legal action against him. In a statement,
Bahrain’s foreign ministry said it had noted the halt of
legal proceedings and the verdict against the footballer
remained in place. Thailand’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs
said it had no comment on the case. The detention of
Araibi, who appeared with his feet in shackles at a
court hearing last week, drew international criticism,
with Australian authorities and fellow footballers urging
Thailand to release him. He says he faces torture if
returned to Bahrain. 

In the Australian capital of Canberra, Prime Minister
Scott Morrison welcomed the decision of the Thai gov-
ernment. “We greatly respect the process that they
have had to work through and we greatly appreciate
their listening to the issues that have been raised by our
government and many others,” he told a news confer-
ence. “Now the next step is for him to return home. But
as it always is in these cases, people aren’t home until
they’re home,” Morrisson told reporters.

On social network Twitter, former Australia soccer
captain Craig Foster, who had helped lobby officials at

world governing body FIFA, said, “My thanks go to the
wonderful people of Thailand for your support and to
the Thai government for upholding international law.”
Araibi has said he wants to return to Australia, where
he has lived since 2014 and plays for a Melbourne foot-
ball club. He was convicted of vandalizing a police sta-
tion during 2011 anti-government protests in Bahrain
and sentenced in absentia after he fled. Araibi denies
the charges, saying he was playing in a televised soccer
match at the time of the police station attack.

New York-based Human Rights Watch has said
Araibi was tortured by Bahraini authorities because of
his brother’s political activities during the 2011 protests.
Bahraini authorities deny allegations of torture. The
reversal comes a day after Thailand’s foreign minister
met with Bahrain’s Crown Prince Salman bin Hamad Al-
Khalifa in Manama to “discuss... areas of interest”,
according to Bahrain’s state-run news agency.

Calling his detention a “grave mistake”, Kasit
Piromya, a board member of the lobby group ASEAN
Parliamentarians for Human Rights, said the foot-
baller’s case showed the failings of Thailand’s “outdat-
ed” laws and policies.  “Hakeem should never have
been put through this ordeal in the first place,”
Piromya said. Thailand’s treatment of refugees has
been thrust under international scrutiny in recent
weeks. In January, an 18-year-old Saudi woman who
ran away from her family arrived in Bangkok’s airport,
and armed with a smartphone and a captive Twitter
audience, managed to outmaneuver Thai authorities
and gain refuge in Canada following her pleas for asy-
lum from her “abusive” family. — Agencies 
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“Modern songs are a hit for a day or two, a month,
or maybe a year, but then we do not hear about them
anymore. But Abdel Wahab and (Egyptian diva) Umm
Kulthum have lasted until today,” said Adel, before his
performance in the tiny Mamluk-era hall at the Arab
Music Institute.

Egypt, a cultural powerhouse in the Arab world, has
long enjoyed a booming music industry. In the past, the
rise of revered singers, such as Umm Kulthum, Abdel
Wahab and another Egyptian Abdel Halim Hafiz among
others, saw Cairo billed as the Hollywood of Arab song,
attracting talent from across the region. But in the
1990s, Gulf countries vying for cultural dominance
emerged as rivals to Egypt’s music industry, and
Rotana, the Arab world’s largest record label, was
formed in 1987. The company is currently owned by
businessman and Saudi prince, Alwaleed bin Talal.

The 2011 uprising in Egypt that plunged the country
into political and economic chaos also saw a downturn
in the domestic music industry. Yet the Egyptian
metropolis remains alive with the sound of music.
Every day, in local cafes and homes the melancholic
songs of Syrian-born star Asmahan and the tender
rhythmic melodies of Egyptian singer Najat Al-Saghira
mix with animated conversations, modern pop music
and Islamic chants.

Torn between stage fright and joy, Adel performs
regularly at the Arab Music Institute paying tribute to
his music idols. During events such as the
“Khulthumiat” (the music of Umm Kulthum) or
“Wahabiyat” (the music of Abdel Wahab), organised by
the 100-year old institute, Adel is often the lead singer
with an entire troupe from the Cairo Opera House
accompanying his powerful vocals. “These events are
very successful,” said Jihan Morsi, the seminal director
of the opera’s Oriental Music department.

And to soar above Cairo’s 24-hour cacophony, she
doesn’t just look to golden oldies. “I bring (pop stars

like) Angham, Saber El-Robai, Wael Jassar. They are
beautiful voices that have an audience among the
youth,” said Morsi. Music production companies are
also seeking to preserve the country’s music heritage
through younger generations.

Sawt Al-Qahira, or Sono Cairo, a historic record
company, is betting on the internet despite financial
setbacks and ongoing legal battles over the copyright
to Umm Kulthum songs. Known as the “Star of the
Orient,” Umm Kulthum’s voice is still considered the
Arab world’s finest, more than four decades after her
death. And with its wide variety of classics, the record
label has struck deals with YouTube and other mobile
application companies to keep this heritage alive.

Younger generations have also shown a renewed
interest in the classics thanks to popular televised tal-
ent shows. “Arab Idol, The Voice and others show
people singing old songs,” said Doaa Mamdouh, the
company’s internet services head, adding this has
prompted many fans to dig out the original versions.
Classic black and white music video clips struggle,
however, to compete against today’s torrent of slick,
ultra-modern videos.

Rising artists from such places as Lebanon, Morocco
and the United Arab Emirates harness millions of views
on YouTube, usually singing in their own dialects.
Egypt’s music scene remains vibrant, including electro
Shaabi music, an exuberant popular blend seen by
purists as too raucous. And there is a new genre known
as alternative, or “underground”, which has emerged in
recent years.

The band Massar Egbari, which roughly translates as
Compulsory Detour, rose to fame with a relaxed style
of rock and a distinctive performance of classics, such
as by Sayed Darwish often called “the father of modern
Arab music”. Although the rock stars say they are influ-
enced by classics, they don’t want to live in the past.
“Nowadays you can record something at home at a low
cost,” said bassist Ahmed Hafiz. “After every era, some-
thing new appears, these are phases.”

The band, whose style its guitarist and vocalist Hani
el-Dakkak describes as a blend of Sayed Darwish and
rock band Pink Floyd, is also trying to distinguish itself
through its message. “We try in our lyrics to talk about
social problems or things that nobody else will speak
about,” said Dakkak. —AFP 
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SKOPJE: A 42-year-old Emirati woman who says
she was threatened by her family for wanting a
divorce is now stuck in a Macedonia migrant center
after the Balkan state rejected her asylum request,
rights lawyers and activists said yesterday. After filing
for asylum in Macedonia in October, Hind Albolooki’s
application was rejected the following month by the
interior ministry which said her desire to “to live a
normal life” was not grounds for granting protection.
The decision was upheld by courts last week in a
final ruling. 

Amid fears she could be sent back home to Dubai,
lawyers stepped in and secured an injunction from the
European Court of Human Rights in Strasbourg that
bars her deportation while the tribunal processes her
case. “For now, she is safe from deportation,” said
Zoran Drangov from the Association of Young Lawyers
in Macedonia, which filed the case. 

Earlier this month, Albolooki posted a video on
YouTube describing her ordeal. “I came to Macedonia
running away from Dubai as I have been threatened by
my father, his big brother, my brother, that they will

make my life hell, and that’s all because I asked only for
divorce,” she said in the plea for help. “I am the mother
of four children, no mother would leave her kids like
this, but I had to leave my kids, I had no other choice,”
she added with a quivering voice. 

Uranija Pirovska, the director of Macedonia’s chap-
ter of the Helsinki Committee for Human Rights, con-
demned what she said was an unusually swift rejection
of the application by Macedonia. “This is a case of
gender-based violence, which, unfortunately, was not
recognized by our institutions,” she told AFP. She
added that Albolooki “told me that she only wanted to
live in a society where she could live and work freely,
something she could not do in her home country”.

In a statement published on Friday, the United Arab
Emirates’ embassy in Rome, which overseas
Macedonia, said it was “aware” of Albolooki’s social
media posts and would “collect evidence of illegal
threats made against her”. “Domestic abuse is a seri-
ous crime, and has no place whatsoever in the UAE,” it
added. The divorce process for Muslims is governed
by sharia law in the UAE. While the country is not as
conservative as some neighboring Gulf states like
Saudi Arabia, women still battle discrimination on
many levels. 

The case comes several weeks after runaway Saudi
teen Rahaf Mohammed Al-Qunun captured the world’s
attention by tweeting about her plight from Bangkok,
where she was stopped by Thai authorities which
blocked her travel on to Australia. — AFP
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LUCKNOW: India’s powerful Nehru-Gandhi dynasty
yesterday unleashed its newest star with thousands turn-
ing out to see Priyanka Gandhi Vadra speak at her first
rally as the country gears up for a general election.
Crowds showered rose petals on the great-granddaugh-
ter of India’s founding leader Jawaharlal Nehru as she
took an open bus tour through Lucknow, capital of the
key northern state of Uttar Pradesh.

The opposition Congress party is counting on the 47-
year-old daughter of assassinated premier Rajiv Gandhi
to boost its campaign against nationalist Hindu Prime
Minister Narendra Modi who is expected to call an elec-
tion in April. Priyanka and elder brother Rahul Gandhi,
the Congress president, waved at cheering supporters
who chanted their names while dancing to drums. Many
wore pink t-shirts emblazoned with her picture. 

At a rally she called for supporters to join a campaign
to build “a new future” for India and a “new kind of poli-
tics where everyone is a stakeholder”. The Nehru-
Gandhi family has dominated Indian politics since inde-
pendence in 1947 but Priyanka had for years resisted
calls to enter the political fray. This ended last month
when she accepted a key party post. Priyanka opened a
Twitter account yesterday and drew more than 85,000
followers in hours.

Congress, tainted by scandal, was obliterated in the
2014 polls by Modi’s Bharatiya Janata Party, is banking
on “Priyanka magic” to win votes. It especially needs a
breakthrough in Uttar Pradesh where the BJP won 71 of
the state’s 80 seats in 2014. Analysts say Modi faces a
tougher fight this time from Congress which won a clutch
of state polls in late 2018, tapping into discontent over
the lack of new jobs and farm debt. The prime minister
has repeatedly called on voters to shrug off “family rule”

which he says has ruined India.
Since the announcement of Priyanka’s entry into poli-

tics, India’s financial crime-fighting agency Enforcement
Directorate has questioned her husband, Robert Vadra,
in a case relating to alleged ownership of $2.45 million in
undisclosed assets abroad. His lawyer and Congress
have dismissed the charges as politically motivated.

Priyanka - she is usually referred to by just her first
name - bears a striking resemblance to her grandmother,
former Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, and is known for
her gifts as a speaker able to connect with voters.
Congress hopes that the eyeballs she’s able to generate
will turn into votes. “It’s like Indira Gandhi has come
back,” said Fuzail Ahmed Khan, 45, a Congress support-
er. “The state’s farmers want Rahul Gandhi to be prime
minister, Priyanka to be chief minister.”

At a stopover, Rahul Gandhi grabbed a microphone
and said the appointments of Priyanka and lawmaker
Jyotiraditya Scindia as state party leaders were aimed at
beyond the general election and bringing Congress into
power in Uttar Pradesh. “If there is a heart of the coun-
try, it is Uttar Pradesh,” he said to loud cheers, Priyanka
standing by his side. “They’re definitely focused on the
parliamentary election but the aim also is to form a gov-
ernment in the state. We’ll bring a government of youth,
poor and peasants.”

Although Priyanka has helped manage elections for
her brother and her mother, former Congress chief Sonia
Gandhi, she has never held an official party post until
now. “I hope that we can together start a new kind of
politics,” she said in an audio message shared by
Congress, but she did not make a speech in Lucknow
amid fears, political analysts say, she could overshadow
her brother. — Agencies 
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LUCKNOW: Indian Congress Party leader Rahul Gandhi (left) looks on at a political rally as his sister Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra waves to supporters yesterday. — AFP 


